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Abstract

Deleuze’s interpretation of Spinozan philosophy is intrinsically related
to the concept of intensity. Attributes are defined as intensive qualities,
modal essences as intensive quantities or degrees of power; the life of
affects corresponds to continuous variations in intensity. This essay
will show why Deleuze needs the concept of intensity for his reading
of Spinozan philosophy as a philosophy of expressive immanence. It
will also discuss the problems that spring from this reading: in what
way, if any, are modal essences modified by the intensive variations of
affects? How can the Spinozan conception of eternal modal essences be
reconciled with the idea of affections of essence? What is the ethical
import of the life of existing modes, when modal essences are considered
as eternal? While these questions, in particular the last two, confront
each commentator on Spinoza and demand a solution in one way or
another, the essay will conclude with a question which is posed from
an exclusively Deleuzian perspective: why is the concept of the virtual,
which takes centre stage in Deleuze’s own philosophy of immanence,
missing in his account of Spinoza?
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I. A Philosophy of Immanence in Terms of ‘Expression’

In the first book of the Ethics, Spinoza elaborates a monism of substance
in a couple of definitions, axioms and propositions. He does not
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start immediately from the premise that there is only one substance,
that is, God. His argument proceeds slowly, step by step, excluding
all other possibilities. Then in proposition 11 he finally states: ‘God,
or a substance consisting of infinite attributes, . . . necessarily exists’
(E1P11)1 – and in proposition 14: ‘Except God, no substance can be
nor be conceived’ (E1P14). God or substance is self-caused, a causa sui.
There is nothing outside God that could have caused him or have an
effect on him. Spinoza further states that from God’s nature infinitely
many things follow [sequi] in infinitely many ways (E1P16).

One possible reading of this latter proposition would be to draw on a
Neoplatonist doctrine of emanation, according to which substance is the
emanative cause of everything that exists. The Latin verb sequi would
then be translated in an emanative sense of ‘flowing forth’. However,
it is not at all clear what Spinoza means exactly by the term ‘sequi’.
Deleuze’s reading of Spinoza adopts a very different course, arguing for
a philosophy of immanence in terms of ‘expression’. Deleuze will say
that traces of emanation can indeed be found in Spinoza, yet in his view,
it is the most fundamental attempt to think a philosophy of immanence
and to give priority to immanent causality. To support his contention,
Deleuze paradoxically borrows elements from Neoplatonism (Plotinus),
which he elaborates to a theory of ‘expressionism’. The main idea of this
approach is to determine the relations between substance and attributes,
and between attributes and modes as relations of expression.

Spinoza applies the term ‘expression’ frequently, although indirectly
in the verbal forms of the Latin verb exprimere. He uses it when he
defines God or the absolutely infinite substance as ‘consisting of an
infinity of attributes, of which each expresses an eternal and infinite
essence’ (E1DEF6). Or when he states that ‘particular things are nothing
but affections of God’s attributes, or modes by which God’s attributes
are expressed in a certain and determinate way’ (E1P25C). However,
one might object that the concept of expression does not take the central
place that Deleuze ascribes to it (Macherey 1996: 144). It is certainly
not specific to Spinoza’s project, but Deleuze’s great achievement is that
by placing the concept of expression in the heart of Spinozan philosophy
he creates a new trajectory of thought, a thought of pure immanence,
which renders Spinoza relevant up to this day: ontologically, ethically
and politically.

For Deleuze, the concept of expression goes hand in hand with the
concept of immanence. ‘Expressive immanence’ solves the problem of
the One and the Many, inasmuch as expression ‘is one in relation to
what expresses itself, and multiple in relation to what is expressed’
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(Deleuze 1990: 179). However, in order to make use of the concept
of expression, he has to free it from any reference to transcendence
or emanation. In this sense, it might be confusing that Deleuze refers
to Plotinus to establish his argument: Plotinus’ philosophy is usually
considered as the paradigmatic case of a theory of emanation. Deleuze
admits that Plotinus applies the principle of emanation, according to
which Being emanates from the One. However, besides emanative
causality Plotinus also makes use of immanent causality. Deleuze
contends that there is already in Plotinus an immanence of Being
correlative with a philosophy of the supereminence of the One (174–5).
The aspect of immanence precisely manifests itself in the use of the
term ‘expression’, which characterises the relationship between Being
and the multiplicity of beings. Key terms are the Latin verb forms
complicare, explicare and implicare. Applied to Spinoza’s ontology, this
means the following: absolute and infinite substance complicates, that
is, comprehends all finite beings or modes in itself, while the multiplicity
of modes remains implicated in substance as their immanent cause. At
the same time it is said that the One explicates or unfolds itself in
the Many, or in other words, substance is implicated in the essence of
modes. The relation of implication is the most fundamental of those
three, as complication is an implication in oneself, while explication is
an implication in something else.

II. The Intensive Nature of Attributes and Modal Essences

How we are to understand the implication of finite modes in
the absolutely infinite substance? Deleuze responds, in terms of
participation. Participation ‘is always thought of by Spinoza as a
participation of powers’ (Deleuze 1990: 92). Indeed, Spinoza claims that
human beings participate in the infinite power of God under a particular
point of view, that is, insofar as human beings are explained through
their actual human essence. In Spinoza’s words:

The power by which singular things (and consequently, [any] man) preserve
their being is the power itself of God, or Nature . . . not insofar as it is infinite,
but insofar as it can be explained through the man’s actual essence . . . The
man’s power, therefore, insofar as it is explained through his actual essence,
is a part of God or Nature’s infinite power, that is . . . of its essence. (E4P4D)

There is something very remarkable about Spinoza’s explanation,
which is his identification of essence and power. ‘God’s power’, he says,
‘is his essence itself’ (E1P34). Equally, the power of human beings is
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defined as that which makes up their actual essence. More generally,
each individual mode is a singular reality and has its own particular
essence according to its degree of power: ‘Each thing (unaquaeque res),
as far as it can by its own power, strives (conatur) to persevere in its
being’ (E3P6). ‘The striving (conatus) by which each thing strives to per-
severe in its being is nothing but the actual essence of the thing’ (E3P7).

In one of his lectures on Spinoza, Deleuze states that he prefers the
term ‘power’ (puissance), or power to act, to the term ‘conatus’, or
desire to persevere in one’s being (Deleuze 1980). Equally, in the ‘Index
of the Main Concepts of the Ethics’ in Spinoza: Practical Philosophy,
the reader who looks for the term ‘conatus’ is referred to the entry on
‘power’. ‘Power’ is the superior term; the term ‘conatus’ only comes
into play from the moment the mode exists, when it envelops duration.
Therefore Deleuze claims that ‘the entire Ethics presents itself as a theory
of power’ (Deleuze 1988: 104). As such, Deleuze renders it compatible
with a theory of the univocity of Being – a claim that Duns Scotus set
forth in the Middle Ages (Deleuze 1990: 63) and that Deleuze also
discerns in Spinoza: Being is said of all beings in one and the same sense.
If Being is defined as power, all beings are the same; they all participate
in and express God’s power to a certain degree. ‘There is in this respect
no difference between wise man and fool, reasonable and demented men,
strong man and weak’ (Deleuze 1990: 258). This is not to say that modes
do not differ in terms of degrees of power. But from a certain point of
view, each mode is equal: each realises or exercises its power as much as
its singular reality allows. Under the point of view of the actual power
each one has, the performance of the one is not better or worse than
the performance of the other. Indeed, in the preface of the fourth book
of the Ethics, Spinoza tells us that the terms ‘good’ or ‘bad’, ‘perfect’
or ‘imperfect’ do not indicate a positive quality in things regarded in
themselves, but are simply modes of thinking that we invented for our
own use. We call things ‘imperfect’ for the way they affect us, ‘not
because something is lacking in them which is theirs, or because Nature
has sinned’ (E4PR). Each thing has just as much reality or perfection as it
necessarily possesses by nature. Its essence cannot involve any negation,
since it is implicated in a common attribute that expresses the essence of
God. Attributes are the univocal or common forms that both constitute
the essence of God and complicate the essences of finite things. As
Deleuze says, ‘finite things are parts of the divine power because they
are modes of God’s attributes . . . and thus modes, implicating these
same attributes that constitute God’s essence are said to “explicate”
or “express” divine power’ (Deleuze 1990: 92). Expressive immanence
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confirms the theory of univocal being. There is no superior term and
no hierarchy of beings; God’s essence or power, which is the immanent
cause of all things, is not separated from its effects but rather expressed
by them. All things express and participate in God’s power, and under a
certain point of view God’s infinite power is implicated in the power of
finite things.

There is a second reason why Deleuze is drawn to the concept of
power (puissance) more than to the concept of conatus. By explaining
modal essences as degrees of power, he can introduce the concept of
intensity.2 In the Scholastic tradition, especially Scotism, we find a theory
of intrinsic modes or degrees. Spinoza, so Deleuze, follows this tradition,
‘according to which modus intrinsecus = gradus = intensio’ (Deleuze
1990: 191). In the light of this view, ‘modal essences are intrinsic
modes or intensive quantities’ (196). Now, as intensive quantities, the
connection between distinct modes cannot be one of contiguity or
juxtaposition. Only extensive quantities are distinguished by extrinsic
spatial differences. Intensive quantities differ in terms of degrees; they are
related qua intrinsic differences. Together they form an actually infinite
series of essences or, in other words, a ‘system of “complication” of
essences’ (198).

What exactly is an ‘intensive quantity’? Examples would be
temperature, pressure, speed or colour. These are intensive magnitudes,
which are characterised by continuity, indivisibility, degree and
thresholds that designate complete negation or change of nature.
Thus, given a volume of water which is heated up to 80 degrees
Celsius, the temperature cannot be divided into extrinsic or extensive
parts, as if 40 degrees Celsius and 40 degrees Celsius added up to
80 degrees Celsius. The water’s temperature is generated by a continuous
nexus of infinitely different degrees from its beginning =0 and can
be increased up to a certain threshold where it changes its nature
(the phase transition from liquid to gas at the boiling point of
100 degrees Celsius). Deleuze refers to Duns Scotus’ example of a white
wall (Deleuze 1990: 196): the quality of whiteness does not contain any
extensive parts that are extrinsically distinct from one another. Rather, it
complicates various degrees of intensity, a continuous and infinite series
of different degrees of whiteness. Those are intrinsic modes that are all
implicated in the quality of whiteness that remains univocally the same.
In this sense, Deleuze argues, the relation between attributes and modes
are to be understood. Modal essences are intensive quantities that are
distinguished from one another through intrinsic differences, yet they
are all implicated in an infinite attribute that remains indivisible.
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The term ‘attribute’, for Spinoza, has a very specific meaning.
According to Descartes, each substance has only one attribute and
thus he distinguishes two distinct substances, thought and extension,
or res cogitans and res extensae. For Spinoza, on the contrary, God or
substance is an ‘absolutely infinite being, of whom no attribute which
expresses an essence of substance can be denied’ (E1P14D). Nevertheless
God is not divided into an infinite multiplicity of attributes; he remains
a single, absolute substance. One approach to solve this problem of the
One and the Many would be to conceive attributes as different aspects
of one and the same substance, as ways of conceiving, or conceptions,
that we have of substance. As such they would grant an epistemic access
to Being. In the beginning of the Ethics, Spinoza states the following
definition: ‘By attribute I understand what the intellect perceives of a
substance, as constituting its essence’ (E1DEF4). This definition clearly
involves the epistemic dimension with reference to the perception of the
intellect. However, there is also mention of a constitutive dimension of
attributes, and it is this aspect that Deleuze is interested in. In a Scotist
fashion, Deleuze interprets attributes as qualities that are constitutive of
the essence of substance. As infinite and eternal qualities they express
the essence of substance each in its own way. They are not distinguished
numerically but through formal distinctions (Deleuze 1990: 37). They
are quiddities of substance, that is, that which expresses what the essence
of substance is. By defining attributes as qualities, Deleuze explains at the
same time the equally difficult relation between attributes and modes
(and here, Duns Scotus’ example of whiteness comes into play):

An attribute remains as a quality univocally what it is, containing all the
degrees that affect it without modifying its formal reason. Modal essences are
thus distinguished from their attribute as intensities of its quality, and from
one another as different degrees of intensity. One may be permitted to think
that, while he does not explicitly develop such a theory, Spinoza is looking
toward the idea of a distinction or singularity belonging to modal essences as
such. (Deleuze 1990: 196–7)

In fact, it is a theory of distinction or difference that Deleuze
explicitly introduces and embeds in Spinoza, and Duns Scotus is his
most important reference. Besides the theory of univocity, he owes to
him the idea of a formal distinction between attributes as qualities of
substance (Deleuze 1990: 46), as well as the idea of intrinsic differences
between modal essences as intensive quantities.3 ‘Only a quantitative
distinction of beings is consistent with the qualitative identity of the
absolute. And this quantitative distinction is no mere appearance, but
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an internal difference, a difference of intensity’ (197). Perhaps now it
becomes clear why it is necessary for Deleuze to take recourse to the
dimension of intensity. Modal essences are degrees of power, which is
to say, intensive quantities. They are all implicated in God’s attributes,
that is, in the infinite and eternal qualities that constitute God’s essence.
‘It is in this sense, as we have already seen, that modes of a divine
attribute necessarily participate in God’s power: their essence is itself
part of God’s power, is an intensive part, or a degree of that power’
(199).

III. The Life of Affects as Variations in Intensity

So far, we have considered modal essences as intensive realities contained
in God’s attributes, but modes can also be assigned existence in a second
sense, in terms of duration. Spinoza tells us that:

we conceive things as actual in two ways: either insofar as we conceive them
to exist in relation to a certain time and place, or insofar as we conceive them
to be contained in God and to follow from the necessity of the divine nature’
(E5P29S)

While things considered in the second way would be modal essences
implicated in God’s attributes, things considered in the first way are finite
beings that come into existence by some external cause and cease to exist
if they are destroyed by a cause external to themselves (E3P4). Thus to
every modal essence corresponds an extrinsic modal reality that occurs
‘outside the attribute’ (Deleuze 1990: 213) in duration; it occupies an
extrinsic position in relation to time and space.4

‘It is through duration (and also, in the case of modes of Extension,
through figure and place) that existing modes have their strictly extrinsic
individuation’ (Deleuze 1990: 196). This is to say that individual
existing modes are distinguished extrinsically from one another. In the
case of modes of extension, this is easier to understand than for modes
of thinking. But it is important to note that modes of the attribute of
Thought, that is, souls in the case of human beings, are also considered
as composed of extrinsic parts. They have a composite nature, inasmuch
as they form the idea of a body that is itself composed of extensive
bodies (311). According to Deleuze, attributes must be of a double
nature: to every attribute as eternal and infinite quality corresponds an
intensive as well as an extensive quantity, which exists in duration. As
Deleuze says, ‘an attribute not only has an infinite intensive quantity,
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but an infinite extensive quantity also. It is the extensive quantity that is
actually divided into an infinity of extensive parts’ (205).

According to this point of view, each mode of whatever attribute
is composed of an infinity of extrinsic parts which are related to one
another through motion and rest, speed and slowness. Spinoza deals
with this question of the composite nature of individual modes in a
brief analysis of the physics of bodies after proposition 13 of the second
book of the Ethics. There he distinguishes different kinds of individuals
that differ with regard to their degree of complexity. The extrinsic
parts of individuals can be simple bodies, or individuals composed of
simple bodies (individuals of the first kind), or individuals composed
of individuals (individuals of the second kind), and so on to infinity.
What accounts for the coherence between the extrinsic parts belonging
to one individual mode, is that they are grouped together in a certain
characteristic relation or rule [certa quadam ratione] (E2P13DEF). This
ratio is the individual form of the particular mode, through which the
modal essence expresses itself. As long as the vital relations of motion
and rest are preserved, the individual mode keeps its original nature
without a change of form (E2P13L5).

By means of this brief explanation of the composite nature of
individual modes, Spinoza intends no special treatise on bodies from
the viewpoint of physics, rather he points out how little we know about
the human body and explains why it is that we have only a confused
knowledge of it (E2P13S). Moreover, he make us understand the
extent to which bodies can be affected and affect other bodies without
losing their characteristic internal coherence or form (E2P13L7S). In
the following analyses, in particular in Book III, Spinoza reveals the
mechanisms by which bodies mutually affect one another. By way of
affection individual modes are conditioned to act, and they exercise their
power by affecting other modes. To this dimension of bodily affections
corresponds a life of affects, that is, in the case of human beings, all the
variations of desire (cupiditas), joy (laetitia) and sadness (tristitia) that
arise from these three (E3P11S).

The general definition of affects that Spinoza presents in the beginning
of the third book explains affects as ‘affections of the body by which the
body’s power of acting is increased or diminished, aided or restrained,
and at the same time, the ideas of these affections’ (E3DEF3). In
addition, Spinoza remarks that affects can be distinguished in passions
and actions. ‘Active affects’ are those that are not caused by some
external impact from other bodies on our own, but those that can be
explained through our nature alone. In this case we act as the ‘adequate
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cause’, which is to say that the affect can be clearly and distinctly
perceived through our own activity; we can form an ‘adequate idea’ of
the affect.

Affects evolve in time. They are enveloped in bodily affections and
mark a lived passage or transition from one state to another. As such,
joy signifies a transition to a state of greater perfection, since the power
to act is increased, whereas sadness diminishes the power of action and
results in a state of lesser perfection.

There is, however, a problem that touches on the definition of modal
essence. If modal essence is a degree of power and if the power of
an existing mode is ceaselessly, in duration, increasing and decreasing
because of the change of affects, does this have an effect on its essence?
For Spinoza, essences are eternal realities and it seems odd to claim that
essences could be affected by processes which take place in duration. A
modal essence has no duration, in fact, no relation to time at all. It must
be conceived ‘by a certain eternal necessity’ (E5P22D) because it derives
its existence from the very essence of God as its cause. Spinoza here
introduces the notion of an eternal mode of thinking, which is ‘without
relation to the body’ (E5P20S).

Precisely at this point, in the middle of the fifth book of the Ethics,
commentators on Spinozan philosophy felt that with the notion of an
eternal mode of thinking the book falls apart, perhaps with no way of
reconciling the two halves. A first obvious objection would be that the
contention of an eternal mode of thinking breaks with the parallelism
of the attributes. Deleuze responds that the break is only apparent
(Deleuze 1988: 90–1). The eternal part of the mind that remains is
nothing but the idea of the essence of the body. In other words, while the
singular essence of this or that body remains, so does the corresponding
idea, that is, the ‘idea that expresses the essence of this or that human
body, under a species of eternity’ (E5P22). The more difficult issue
concerns the notion of eternity. Does Spinoza here confirm the
immortality of the soul, satisfying Jewish and Christian beliefs, to
the detriment of the consistency of his philosophical system? Or
does Spinoza very well distinguish between eternity and immortality,
introducing with ‘eternity’ a philosophical, theoretical term, which has
nothing to do with the traditional notion of the immortality of the soul?
(Moreau 1994: 532–6).

The textual evidence that one finds in Spinoza’s Ethics points to the
latter: Spinoza clearly states that eternity has no relation to time at all
(E5P23S); it is a completely atemporal conception: ‘in eternity, there is
neither when, nor before, nor after’ (E1P33S2). He explicitly criticises
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the common belief which considers eternity in terms of an indefinite
duration and which presumes a persistence of memory and imagination
after death (E5P34S). For Spinoza, on the contrary, eternity is primarily
a modal notion, which is to say that it expresses a unique kind of
necessity or necessary existence. The definition in the beginning of the
first book states: ‘By eternity I understand existence itself, insofar as it is
conceived to follow necessarily from the definition alone of the eternal
thing’ (E1DEF8). In the first place, eternity can be said of God, insofar
as his definition of essence necessarily implies existence. Equally, all
attributes are eternal, insofar as they express everything that belongs to
God’s essence (E1P19). Now, Spinoza also considers individual modal
essences as eternal. Yet, it is clear that modal essences have no self-
necessitated existence; they are not a causa sui like divine substance.
Thus, Spinoza argues, they can be called eternal only in respect to ‘a
given efficient cause’ (E1P33S1). In other words, insofar as individual
modes participate in the very essence of God, they thereby involve the
necessary existence, which is God’s essence, that is, eternity.

It is inevitable that Spinoza’s commentators should rather take offence
at this conception of eternity. Leibniz, one of his critics, attacks
Spinoza for corrupting the notion of immortality and replacing it by
an illusionary and abstract notion of eternity. Why should this ‘Platonic
idea of my being’ concern me at all? (Lærke 2008: 908–21). After the
disappearance of the body, the soul is supposed to lose all memory and
imagination. What then is the moral significance of existence, of reward
and punishment, if after death the soul is nothing but the idea of an
eternal truth?

Deleuze, who is well aware of Leibniz’s criticism of Spinoza’s
conception of eternity, also joins in expressing the concern ‘what is in
the end the real problem with Spinozism: if Spinoza were right, there
would be no point in perfecting oneself in order to leave behind one
a still more perfect eternal essence’ (Deleuze 1990: 317). The question
thus becomes: ‘what is the use of our efforts while in existence if our
essence is in any case just what it is, a degree of power unaffected by the
extensive parts that were only temporarily and externally related to it?’
(317).

In order to tackle the problem, Deleuze first of all cautions us not to
jump too quickly to an intellectualist or idealist interpretation (Deleuze
1990: 312). A modal essence is not in itself eternal, but only by virtue
of its cause (God). A purely causal argument should not be taken as
a proof of ideality. A modal essence is in no way an ideal entity but
a ‘physical reality; thus affections are affections of an essence and the
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essence itself the essence of a body. The physical reality is an intensive
reality, an intensive existence’ (312). Yet, how are we to understand the
phrase ‘affections of an essence’? Is it not a peculiar idea that essences
are susceptible to affections? It is actually Spinoza himself who makes
use of this term, when he states: ‘by an affection of the human essence
we understand any constitution of that essence, whether it is innate [NS:
or has come from outside]’ (E3DEF1EX).5 Thus there seems to be a
certain disposition of essences to be affected through external influence.
What exactly is the relation between this eternal part and our extrinsic
existence in duration?

In the fifth book of the Ethics Spinoza affirms that by acquiring
adequate ideas (the second and third kind of knowledge), our mind
becomes active and can reduce the inadequate ideas and related passions
to a very small part of the mind; and thus active affections and the
intellectual love of God will occupy the greater part of our mind
(E5P20S): ‘the more the mind knows things by the second and third
kind of knowledge, the greater the part of it that remains (remanet) . . .
and consequently . . . the greater the part of it that is not touched by
affects (affectibus)’ (E5P38D). ‘The human mind can be of such a nature
that the part of the mind which we have shown perishes with the body
. . . is of no moment in relation to what remains (remanet)’ (E5P38S).

These passages evince the importance of adequate ideas and active
affections that belong to our essence, while inadequate ideas and
passions, such as joy or sadness, have no real lasting effect on our
essence. Hence only adequate ideas and active affections can truly count
as ‘affections of essence’. Passions, although they contribute to the
increase and diminution of a mode’s degree of power, cannot belong
to the essence in the same way. How can this be understood?

Deleuze suggests the following solution: to every power of action
(potentia) corresponds an aptitude or capacity (potestas). Thus to
the mode’s power to act corresponds a capacity of being affected.
This capacity is always exercised, since power is defined as actual, as
necessarily in action. According to Deleuze, the ability to be affected is
necessarily ‘filled by affections that realize it’ (Deleuze 1988: 94) and
the power of acting ‘varies materially within the limits of this ability’
(104). However, passive affections, whether of sadness or joy, are caused
by the influence of external bodies and can only ever be a power of
suffering. In fact, a mode, which suffers, is cut off from its power of
action and its capacity to be affected is reduced to a minimum. Even
if a mode experiences predominantly joyful affects, which increase the
power of action, these affects will never render it active in the sense
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that the mode itself was the adequate cause of its effects. Deleuze
contends that ‘the increase may proceed indefinitely, but we will never
come into full possession of our power of action until we have active
affections’ (Deleuze 1990: 246). Hence only active affections really and
positively exercise the capacity of being affected. Active affections ‘are
innate because they are explained by our essence or our power of
understanding’ (307). In this sense they assert the mode’s essence; they
belong to the essence even after the mode has ceased to exist. What is
important, however, is that these affections are to be exercised during
our existence. We are born cut off from our power of action or power
of understanding; thus in our existence we need to gain access to what
belongs to our essence (307). This is why existence functions ‘as a kind
of test. Not, it is true, a moral one, but a physical or chemical test’ (317).
By means of this additional remark, Deleuze emphasises that ‘test’ does
not mean a kind of divine trial associated with punishment and reward.
Essences, for Deleuze, are intensive or physical realities; affections of
essence can only occur on an intensive scale, from a physical viewpoint.
For Deleuze, the test consists in maximizing the proportion of active
affections and thereby actively exercising one’s capacity to be affected.
He explains:

if our capacity is completely exercised while we exist by passive affections,
then it will remain empty, and our essence will remain abstract, once we
have ceased to exist. It will be absolutely realized by affections of the third
kind if we have exercised it with a maximum proportion of active affections.
(Deleuze 1990: 319)

In Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, Deleuze adds that as long as our
capacity of being affected is only exercised by passive affections, it ‘is
not yet formally possessed’ by us (Deleuze 1988: 104) and our essence
remains unaffected:

It is when . . . ideas become adequate, and the affects active, it is when we
ourselves become causes of our own affects and masters of our adequate
perceptions, that our body gains access to the power of acting, and our
mind to the power of comprehending, which is its way of acting. (Deleuze
1988: 104)

If we return to our initial problem concerning the eternity of modal
essences, we are now in a position to refine the problem and to
distinguish two different senses according to which a mode can be
conceived as eternal: an absolute and a differential perspective (cf.
Moreau 1994: 536). From a perspective of absolute immanence, every
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mode is eternal insofar as it participates in the essence of God and
thereby involves God’s necessary existence, that is, eternity. The eternal
existence of modes in this sense is nothing specific to human beings but
pertains to all modes as degrees of power (potentia). However, there
is also a second sense according to which human beings specifically
can access eternal being in proportion to the adequate ideas and
active affections they possess. The more adequate knowledge and active
affections they have, the greater is the eternal part of their mind. Seen
from this differential perspective, a sort of active eternity pertains to
human beings, or at least to certain human beings endowed with the
third kind of knowledge. It is this differential perspective that Leibniz
overlooked, although it is carefully elaborated by Spinoza. Deleuze takes
account of this differential perspective by taking recourse to the capacity
of being affected (potestas) – a capacity which is as such identical and
invariant but whose content varies in proportion to the passions and
actions of the existing mode.

Deleuze’s solution comes at a certain cost. He contends that while
there is a constant change of the proportion of passive and active
affects, the capacity for being affected remains ‘fixed’, an ‘invariant
identical’ with regard to the eternal essence (Deleuze 1990: 312). This
characterization is reminiscent of the Kantian idea of an invariant form
(the forms of intuition) that is ‘filled’ with sensation, which Kant defines
as the real or matter in perception, or intensive magnitude (Kant 1998:
290–5). But this would permit an element of idealism that Deleuze would
rather want to reject. So instead of using the term ‘form’, he reminds
us that intensive quantities have certain limits or thresholds between
which they vary: ‘each modal essence as a degree of power comprises
a maximum and a minimum’ (Deleuze 1988: 78); ‘the constancy of the
ability to be affected is only relative and is contained within certain
limits’ (Deleuze 1988: 101). This is to say that the limits of the capacity
of being affected do not remain fixed for all times; they are instead
endowed ‘with a kind of elasticity’ (Deleuze 1990: 222) – depending on
the particular relation that characterises an existing mode or, in other
words, in accordance with the different stages through which the mode
passes (youth, ageing, illness, and so forth). Thus Deleuze avoids the idea
of an a priori and universal form. However, he has to accept the rather
unfortunate term of ‘eternal intensive quantities’: ‘A mode has a singular
essence, which is a degree of power or an intensive part, a pars aeterna’
(Deleuze 1988: 76). He has to maintain a coexistence of eternity and
duration: ‘While in existence we are composed of an eternal intensive
part, constituting our essence, and extensive parts which belong to us in
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time within a certain relation’ (Deleuze 1990: 318). How can Deleuze
come to terms with Spinoza’s atemporal conception of eternity?

IV. The Missing Virtual or the Problem of Eternity

It is striking that Deleuze does not use the notion of virtuality in either of
his two books on Spinoza, whereas the notion of intensity is ubiquitous.
How can Deleuze avoid the virtual, even and above all in a philosophy
of immanence? He hails Spinoza as the ‘prince’ and even ‘Christ of
philosophers’ because he was able to think immanence in the purest
possible way that leaves no traces of transcendence remaining (Deleuze
and Guattari 1994: 48, 60). The notion of virtuality is Deleuze’s solution
to a philosophy of immanence: the dimension of the virtual is not a
second world over and above nature; it does not exist outside of bodies;
it is precisely that which bodies implicate, the intensive depth of nature.
So it seems that the virtual should play a role in his version of Spinozism.
Yet there is no mention of the virtual.

The reason for this omission lies perhaps in the irreducible rest
of idealism that Spinoza maintains with his atemporal conception of
eternity. Although Deleuze makes an effort to escape this burden of
idealism, it is hard to see how the eternal part of modal essences can be
dissolved into an intensive depth of Nature, a purely physical intensity,
a naturalist philosophy. ‘Eternal intensive quantities’ are a monstrous
conception for a Deleuzian thinker. In fact, intensity is a profoundly
temporal notion. For Deleuze, all ruptures that one may experience
through encounters and that give rise to affects are not only transitions
from one state to another, but intensive becomings that draw those
who are caught by surprise into a new temporal dimension that breaks
with the previous one. In depth, we can live several dimensions of time
simultaneously: our self is fractured into distinct temporal series and
no identity is ever fixed. In depth, these dimensions of time do not
succeed one another in a chronological manner: they are implicated in
the actual, and it is this reciprocal implication of temporal dimensions
that Deleuze calls virtual. Each present is an actualisation of ‘a temporal
dimension the consistency of which is purely intensive’ (Zourabichvili
2012: 100). Zourabichvili contends that the Deleuzian conception of
time is an intensive one; time progresses by intensities: ‘there is no reason
here to suspect some sort of substantialisation of time, since intensity is
said only of bodies. Time is the intensity of bodies’ (100).

By invoking the virtual, Deleuze introduces a perspectivism of tem-
poral dimensions, which is not that of Leibnizian possibles. Possibilities
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are only copies of actual things which are retroactively given a priority
they do not have. They are infertile copies and resemble the actual thing
perfectly. By contrast, the virtual is the productive pole of the process
that goes from the virtual to the actual; it is not determined by resem-
blance with the actual thing. Bodies implicate the virtual and when they
are separated from it, they retain ‘only the disincarnated appearance of
a pure actuality (representation)’ (Zourabichvili 2012: 107). They are
then separated from what they can do, from the form of pure change.

In the discussion annexed to ‘The Method of Dramatization’ Deleuze
says (answering a remark about Leibniz):

I don’t think virtuality can ever correspond to the actual in the way essence
does to an existence. This would be to confuse the virtual with the possible. In
any event, the virtual and actual correspond but do not resemble one another.
(Deleuze 2004: 110)

Certainly, this conception of essence relates to Leibniz rather than to
Spinoza. For Leibniz, the individual essence is a concept, prefigured
in God’s understanding, which already entails all determinations
of the individual’s existence in every detail. Hence there is a
perfect resemblance between essence and existence. The course of
the individual’s existence is already preordained by its essence. With
Spinoza, things are more complicated:

One cannot say of the essence itself that it is only possible, nor can one say
that a nonexistent mode tends, by virtue of its essence, toward existence. On
these two points Spinoza and Leibniz are radically opposed: in Leibniz an
essence or individual notion is a logical possibility, inseparable from a certain
metaphysical reality, that is, from a ‘claim to existence’, a tendency to exist.
In Spinoza this is not the case: an essence is not a possibility, but possesses a
real existence that belongs to it itself; a nonexistent mode lacks nothing and
claims nothing, but is conceived in God’s understanding as the correlate of
its real essence. Neither a metaphysical reality nor a logical possibility, the
essence of a mode is a pure physical reality. (Deleuze 1990: 193)

As such, Spinozan essence bears no resemblance to existence – just as
little as intensity resembles extension. Intensity is a productive principle
or genetic condition of what exists. Moreover, it is a plastic and changing
condition, neither abstract nor universal. Similarly, Spinozan essence is
defined as a degree of power, which exists by virtue of God’s infinite
power. It comes into (spatial and temporal) existence through external
causes and needs to be actualised during a mode’s existence. Yet it does
not rule despotically over existence, that is, the actually existing mode.
As we have seen, there is also the reverse process by means of which
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existence has an effect on eternal essence (what Spinoza calls ‘affections
of essence’). For this reason I think that the Spinozan relation between
essence and existence is not completely at odds with the Deleuzian
relation between virtual and actual. Deleuze admits a process that goes
from the actual towards the virtual, and that can be described as an
affirmation and even co-creation of ‘eternal truths’.

To summarise the main points of comparison between Spinoza’s
eternal essence and Deleuze’s notion of the virtual, one could say: (1) the
virtual is an inherently temporal notion, while Spinoza emphasises the
atemporal nature of eternal essence. (2) Deleuze’s virtual is implicated
in the intensive nature of bodies and can be seen as a kind of productive
reservoir for processes of individuation which are never fully completed.
The virtual is the condition for the production of the new. The Spinozan
eternal essence is also productive in the sense that it is defined as a
degree of power or desire. However, while the Deleuzian virtual is
pre-individual, in Spinoza there is a one-to-one relationship between
essences and actually or potentially existing individuals. (3) In spite of
this one-to-one relationship, essence and existence bear no resemblance
to one another; the essence is not a possible, a mere copy of actual
existence. Essences have a full existence that belongs to them by virtue of
God as their cause. Furthermore, individual existence is not completely
predetermined by the essence: there is the possibility of affection of
essence. Thus existence can become the quasi-cause of essentiality:
adequate ideas and active affections that we acquire during our existence
not only actualise the essence but also let us gain access to the eternal
part of our mind. In this respect, the conceptual couple essence/existence
comes close to the Deleuzian couple of virtual/actual. However, there is
no way for Deleuze to call Spinoza’s eternal essences ‘virtual’; it would
mean to contradict Spinoza’s explicit determination of the atemporal
nature of eternity.

The crux of the matter is the notion of eternity after all. In early
modern philosophy, the notion of eternity was still broadly discussed
among philosophers, though an increasing number was questioning the
traditional Boethian notion, the notion of an infinite duration which
embraces the whole ‘all at once’ (tota simul) (cf. Melamed 2016: 131–2).
As for Spinoza, he invented a new conception of eternity that has
nothing to do with duration. Eternity, as we have seen, is rather a
modal notion related to necessary existence. However, in both cases,
eternity is a notion that suspends with real life and opens up the
perspective of an existence beyond our everyday lives. As Daniel Smith
succinctly puts it: ‘Throughout the seventeenth century, one could say
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that philosophically, everyday life was suspended in order to accede to
something that was not everyday: namely, a meditation on the eternal’
(Smith 2012: 132). According to Deleuze, Kant is the figure who finally
liberated time from eternity, by posing the problem of time in a new
way. Time becomes the invariant or pure form of all that changes. But
time is not an eternal form: rather it has to be conceived as an a priori,
universal form of the transcendental subject. In his own philosophy,
Deleuze will go further than Kant, committing himself to a strong and
profound empiricism, a ‘transcendental empiricism’: ‘The aim is not
to rediscover the eternal or the universal, but to find the conditions
under which something new is produced (creativeness)’ (Deleuze and
Parnet 1987: vii). Thus Deleuze poses the problem of time, relating time
to intensity, and thus to continuous variation or pure variability. We
can see that it is precisely at this point that Deleuze parts company
with Spinoza: the atemporal notion of eternity corresponds to a ‘false
problem’, an illusion of transcendence, and cannot have any significance
for a philosophy of immanence. This is why Deleuze, when formulating
his own immanentism, abandons the notion of eternity and replaces it
with the notion of the virtual.

Notes
1. 1. For citations to the Ethics (Spinoza 1994), I follow the standard conventions

which include the symbols ‘E’ for Ethics, ‘DEF’ for definitions, ‘A’ for axioms,
‘L’ for lemmas, ‘P’ for propositions, ‘C’ for corollaries, ‘D’ for demonstrations,
‘S’ for scholia, ‘EX’ for explications, ‘PR’ for prefaces.

2. Deleuze comments on introducing the concept of intensity in the appended notes
of the English translator in Expressionism in Philosophy: ‘It is quite true that
one doesn’t, strictly speaking, find intensity in Spinoza. But potentia and vis
cannot be understood in terms of extension. And potentia, being essentially
variable, showing increase and diminution, having degrees in relation to finite
modes, is an intensity. If Spinoza doesn’t use this word, current up to the time of
Descartes, I imagine this is because he doesn’t want to appear to be returning to
a Precartesian physics. Leibniz is less concerned by such worries. And does one
not find in Spinoza the expression “pars potentiae divinae”?’ (Deleuze 1990:
417–18)

3. Deleuze makes no secret of the way that he deliberately connects the
Scotist conception of formal distinction with Spinoza: ‘Spinoza restores formal
distinction, and even gives it a range it didn’t have in Scotus. It is formal
distinction that provides an absolutely coherent concept of the unity of substance
and the plurality of attributes, and gives real distinction a new logic. One may
then ask why Spinoza never uses the term, and speaks only of real distinction.
The answer is that formal distinction is indeed a real distinction, and that it
was to Spinoza’s advantage to use a term that Descartes, by the use he had
made of it, had in a sense neutralized theologically. So that the term “real
distinction” allowed great audacity without stirring up old controversies which
Spinoza doubtless considered pointless or even harmful’ (Deleuze 1990: 66).
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4. Deleuze adds that the existence of modes outside their attribute does not
contradict the theory of immanence, for ‘Spinoza doesn’t say that existing modes
are no longer contained in substance, but rather that they “are no longer only”
contained in substance or attribute. The difficulty is easily resolved if we consider
that extrinsic distinction remains always and only a modal distinction. Modes
do not cease to be modes once they are posited outside their attribute, for this
extrinsic position is purely modal rather than substantial’ (Deleuze 1990: 214).

5. The important addition in brackets relies on the Dutch translation of Spinoza’s
manuscript of the Ethics and does not appear in the Latin version of the ‘Opera
posthuma’. Spinoza’s original manuscript had not been maintained. All we have
is this early Dutch translation and the Latin edition that were both released in
1677 (after Spinoza’s death). Both versions deviate, at times, significantly from
one another, and there is controversy over the extent to which the Latin version
is perhaps to be modified with recourse to the Dutch translation. Cf. Bartuschat
2010.
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